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Diseases of the Thyroid in Childhood and Adolescence (Pediatric and Adolescent Medicine, Vol. 11)Karger, 2007

	This volume presents the latest global knowledge of thyroid disorders in infancy, childhood, and adolescence and represents experience and views from a panel of the world’s most renowned authorities on thyroid pathophysiology and clinical entities in the pediatric population. Both basic science and clinical aspects of thyroid disease...
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Geometry for Computer Graphics: Formulae, Examples and ProofsSpringer, 2004
Geometry is the cornerstone of computer graphics and computer animation, and provides the framework and tools for solving problems in two and three dimensions. This may be in the form of describing simple shapes such as a circle, ellipse, or parabola, or complex problems such as rotating 3D objects about an arbitrary axis.  Geometry for Computer...
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After Effects CS4 for Windows and Macintosh: Visual QuickPro GuidePeachpit Press, 2008
Here to get filmmakers, Web designers, broadcasters, and digital artists of all kinds up to speed on After Effects CS4and in time to meet their next deadline is everyone's favorite task-based guide. Through step-by-step instructions, enhanced by tips, sidebars, and plenty of visual aids, veteran video editor Antony Bolante shows readers how to...
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Applied Software Engineering Using Apache Jakarta Commons (Programming Series)Charles River, 2003
Applied Software Engineering with Apache Jakarta Commons is a software engineering based guide to the Apache Jakarta Commons components (e.g., Betwixt, Digester, Discovery, Collections), other Apache projects such as Ant, the Axis Web Service toolkit, and the popular JUnit framework. The book emphasis focuses on solutions to complex...
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Cross-Platform Web Services Using C# & JAVA (Programming Series)Charles River, 2003
As the need for application-to-application communication and platform interoperability continues to grow, Web Service developers need to be skilled in the technologies and languages that make this communication possible. Web Services provide a language and platform independent standard for creating and connecting code that allows software...
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Pituitary Today: Molecular, Physiological And Clinical Aspects (Frontiers of Hormone Research)Karger, 2006

	Function and disease of the pituitary gland have long been at the center of research interest. Based on a recent meeting held at Iguazu Falls, Argentina, this volume of Frontiers of Hormone Research highlights scientifically exciting and clinically relevant areas in this fast-developing filed. Renowned specialists and experts from Latin and...
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Problems in Real Analysis: Advanced Calculus on the Real AxisSpringer, 2009

	"Problems in Real Analysis: Advanced Calculus on the Real Axis" features a comprehensive collection of challenging problems in mathematical analysis that aim to promote creative, non-standard techniques for solving problems. This self-contained text offers a host of new mathematical tools and strategies which develop a connection...
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High Voltage EngineeringNew Age Publications, 2006


	“High Voltage Engineering” has been written for the undergraduate students in Electrical

	Engineering of Indian and foreign Universities as well as the practising electrical

	engineers.





	The author developed interest in the field of High Voltage Engineering when he was a

	student at the Govt. Engineering...
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Matplotlib for Python DevelopersPackt Publishing, 2009
Providing appealing plots and graphs is an essential part of various fields such as scientific research, data analysis, and so on. Matplotlib, the Python 2D plotting library, is used to produce publication-quality figures in a variety of hardcopy formats and interactive environments across platforms. This book explains creating various plots,...
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Java and SOAPO'Reilly, 2002
Java™ and SOAP provides Java developers with an in-depth look at SOAP (the Simple
Object Access Protocol). Of course, it covers the basics: what SOAP is, why it's soared to
a spot on the Buzzwords' Top Ten list, and what its features and capabilities are. And it shows
you how to work with some of the more common Java APIs in...
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Covert Java: Techniques for Decompiling, Patching, and Reverse EngineeringSams Publishing, 2004
As a Java developer, you may find yourself in a situation where you have to maintain someone else's code or use a third-party's library for your own application without documentation of the original source code. Rather than spend hours feeling like you want to bang your head against the wall, turn to Covert Java: Techniques for Decompiling,...
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Arduino: A Quick Start GuidePragmatic Bookshelf, 2011

	
		With this Quick-Start Guide you'll be creating your first gadgets within a few minutes, following the step-by-step instructions and photos throughout the book. You'll build your own motion-sensing game controller with a three-axis accelerometer, connect the Arduino to the Internet and program both client and server...
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